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The purpose of this thesis is to point out how the vari¬
able of conformity relates to the effectiveness of the Andro¬
meda Transitional Center. This objective v/as achieved by ob¬
taining two independent samples of ranked data, one from the
coimselors personal assesments of residents and the other from
residents assesments of themselves. It was hypothesized that
these two independent samples of ranked data, coming from the
sa,Tr.e loca:,tion, will provide the best prediction of the level
of conformity by residents and of program effectiveness.
The rank-sum test was used to discern the difference be¬
tween the two populations in question. The results of these
differences were seen to be significant beyond the 2.58 level
of significance for a two-tailed test. Thus, the hypothesis
was rejected and an attempt to explain this significant dis¬
crepancy was undertaker.
Relevant theories on group conformity and cohesion were
used to assist in the explanation of this wide discrepancy. It
became apparent, upon applying these relevant theories, that
a possible explanation for the significant difference betv/een
Group I (residents) and Group II (counselors) was that each
grouped possesed a different conception of the meaning of the
word conformity. This notion w'as expounded upon for the pur¬
pose of showing its relevance to the study. A recommendation
is offered that will' hopefully bridge the gap between resident
views of the program and the official view held by staff mem¬
bers, thus creating a therapeutic enviroment that will encour¬
age sincere and honest participation in the program by resi¬
dents
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I. INTRODUCTION
The concept of a "halfvifay house,” which in this study
will be referred to as a trsmsitiona.l center, came into exis¬
tence well over a hundred years ago. The Commonwealth of
Massachusettes v/as credited with documenting the first proposal
for a halfway house during the colonial period. However, the
first actual halfway house did not emerge in the United States
until 1864 when the "Temporary Asyl-um for Discharged Female
Prisoners" opened in Boston.^ Shortly after the Civil War,
Halfway Houses, Houses of Industry, and Homes for Discharged
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Prisoners v/ere developed to assist indigent ex-convicts.
During the decade of the tv.;enties halfway house programs were
instituted for the expressed purpose of resocializing the crimi¬
nal offender and returning him or her to the community.
These halfv/ay houses survived periods of turbulence and
instability for the next thirty plus years, and began to stabi¬
lize and gain impetus during the decade of the sixties. This
stabilizing force, which was complimented by such factors as
changes in correctional theory, dissatisfaction with tradition¬
al penal institutions, and the success of similar institutions
Richard P. Sieter et al.. Halfway Houses; National
Evaluation Program (Washington, D.C.: Government Printing
Office, 1977), n. 3.
2
D. L, Weider, The Case of Telling the Convict Code;
Language and Social Reality (Belgium: Uounton and Col, N.V.
Publishers, The Hague, 1974), p. 46.
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in the mental health field, woulcl propel halfway houses through
two decades and establish them as a permanent component of the
field of corrections.
There are over 400 halfway houses presently in opera¬
tion that deal specifically with criminal offenders. The
specific philosophies, methods, and techniques applied by each
separate center are left up to the discretion of administra¬
tors, They are also charged with the responsibility to devel¬
op, organize, and implement such programs. The result is a
multitude of different programs with one principle purpose in
mind, the resocialization of the criminal offender.
The overall purpose and function of transitional cen¬
ters is best expressed in a statement by Governor George Bus-
bee wiiich was widely quoted during the developmental stages of
the pre-release concept in Georgia, The governor stated:
... one of the mose effective, outmoded, and useless
aspects of Georgia's criminal justice system has been
the way releases are given (to) inmates wno do not
qualify for parole, after they have been incarcerated
for months and sometimes many years. These inmates
are put straight back on the street with only $25, a
bus ticket, and a suit of clothes. The release of
thousands of inmates back on Georgia's communities
each year with little or no preparation for 'going
straight' in the free world has not contributed at
all to the safety and well-being of Georgians.^
Work release programs were forerunners to Georgia's
pre-release centers, Atlanta's first pre-release center, the
Atlanta Advancement Center, opened in I960. Subsequent to the
^he Georgia Criminal Justice Book, A Guide to Crimi¬
nal Justice Agencies and Activities in Georgia (Atlenta:
State Grime Commission, 19^0), p. 236.
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opening of the Atlanta Advancement Center, for a period of
five to six years, the Department of Offender Rehabilitation
(dor) received federal funds from LEAA and other federal agen¬
cies to open more than a dozen community centers. These cen¬
ters had a variety of missions including diversion and pre¬
release, They also included such specialized commimity treat¬
ment centers as the Andromeda pre-release transitional center
for drug-addicted offenders.
The Andromeda Pre-Release Transitional Center is one of
400 plus transitional centers presently operating in the United
States and one of seven operating in the State of Georgia, It
opened in 1973 as the sole transitional center operated by the
Department of Offender Rehabilitation to serve exclusively the
needs of inmates with a history of drug addiction,'^ The faci¬
lity is located at 310 Ponce de Leon Avenue where it shares a
building with another transitions,! center, the Atlanta Advance¬
ment Center, AT present, there are sixty plus men residing in
this facility which has the capacity for 66; they are officially
referred to as "residents" by the Andromeda administra,tion, and
will be referred to as such throughout this study, Andromeda
is a minimum security facility where twenty-four hour surveil¬
lance is provided by six correctional officers. Residents are
not restricted in their movement; they move in and out of the
facility by a check-in—check-out procedure which accounts for
their whereabouts at all times,
'^The Andromeda Pamphlet on Rules, Regulations and Pro¬
ceedings, Revised Edition, 1979
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The Androjvieda Transitional Center ;-jrovi(5es services
for male felons convicted on drug charges or drug-related
charges. For fiscal year 1979 Andromeda served 114 residents.
The average length of time spent at the facility ranged from
six to eight months, v/ith 65 percent of the 114 successfully
completing the program. The escape rate for residents at the
center is estimated at 5 percent. Another factor that influ¬
ences the successful completion of the program would be the
return rate of residents to the correctional facility from
which they came. The annual operating budget for FY '79 was
$340,796. The average daily cost (per resident served) is
S4.88. It is also estima.ted that 94 percent of the residents
paid their own room and board v/hich is S35.00 m.onthly, and the
same percent of residents m.aintained steady employment.
There are sixteen staff members at the center, six
counselors, v;ho handle an average caseload of eleven to tv/elve
residents, a secretarial and a.dministrative staff of four, and
six correctional officer, who provide and enforce security at
the center. There is also a number of dedicated volunteers
who work with residents at the center. The racial make-up of
Andromeda is 53 percent white and 47 percent nonwhite. The
bulk of the referrals come from correctional facilities through¬
out the Sta-te of Georgia. There are rigid requirements that
i
must be met in order for an inmate to be selected to partici¬
pate in the therapeutic program at Andromeda.
There are three basic concepts o:^ treatment presently
administered at Andromeda. They are; reality therapy, which
5
pl?.ces emphasis on the here and novj, instead of the past; life
skills classes, which emphasize joh rediness, communication
skills, and assertive training; and group and individual coun¬
seling sessions. There is also a four-phase therapy treatment
program interw'oven within the fibers of the total program
structure. Kesidents must successfully advance through each
pha.se in order to complete the therapeutic program. All resi¬
dents are required to participate in the educational programs
during the first three phases and work or seek higher education
when they reach Phase IV. Upon the successful completion of
Phase IV, most residents have reached the point of being dis¬
charged or paroled. Thus, hopefully returning to the community
equipped with the confidence and talents to successfully and
legally cope v/ith societal problems on a day-to-day basis.
Statement of Problem
The Andromeda Pre-Release Transitional Center offers
programs directed primarily towards drug abuse, drug abusers,
9
and subseqiient patterns of behavior that result from habitual
or continual drug usage. The centra<.l idea which the program
intends to convey is that of a new beginning or "new way of
life." This concept attempts to help residents to redirect
their lifestyles and values in, a manner that will be accepted
by society, and at the same time, help them gain respect and
dignity for themselves and their fellowman. At the very heart
of the program is the principle of respopsibility. The idea
being that responsibility prompts motivation, desire, disci¬
pline, conformity, and encourages individuals to cope v/ith
6
reality as it presents itself, thus finding permanent solutions,
instead of immediate or temporary ones to problems.
The entire Andromeda population, staff and residents,
are charged with the responsibility of creating an enviroment
conducive to the positive and permanent transformation of resi¬
dents* attitudes, beliefs, and values. If this transform--1ion
occurs, each resident's chance of becoming a viable and 2'->roduc-
tive member of society and within their respective communities
increases significantly.
The proceeding paragraph alludes to the questions of
program effectiveness. Just how effective is the therapeutic
drug program offered at Andromeda? To v/hat extent does rele¬
vant change take place in residents during their esposure to
a treatment program? These two questions concerning program
effectiveness and subsequ-ent changes in residents during pro¬
gram endurance form the very core of the problem to be investi¬
gated a.t the Andromeda Pre-Release Transitional Center.
The two questions mentioned above, along with the re-
viev; of relevant studies, theories and principles, have been
used to develop a theoretical framework and to form the basis
to generate the following hypothesis;
Tv;o independent samples of ranked data (one, residents’
personal assesments of their level of conformity, and
two, counselors' assesments of resid^ents' level of con¬
formity) that come from the same location provide the




Kany studies related to halfway houses and transitional
centers v^ith special purposes have established such criterion
7
as continued drug usuL-ge ?,nd a'^ditional convictions on rnisco-
neanors or felonies as the basis for deterinining the effective¬
ness of these transitional centers. Most of these studies, by
their very nature, a.re conducted when residents are first ad¬
mitted a.nd after they are released. In short, most studies at¬
tempt to measure progra,ni effectiveness in strictly quantitative
terms. Such studies face many inherent problems, such as lack
of control and the inability to contact a significant number
of former residents, to name a few, for the follow-up study.
This study does not attempt to measure program effec¬
tiveness in a_uantitative terms. It attem.pts to establish that
program effectiveness can adequately be measured in qualitative
terms. Program effectiveness should be measured in terms of
what the residents gain from it, and not simply from the posi¬
tion of how many or how’ few recidivate. This study places em¬
phasis on changes that occur during the program. Changes that
not only can be assessed by counselors, but by residents as
v;ell. Such a study ma^ lay the foimdation for establishing a
criterion to measure the effectiveness of transitional centers
in the future.
The significance of this type of approa.ch is that it
operates on the assinmption that residents presently in the pro¬
gram ere likely to provide the best estimate of program effec-
tiveness through personal assessments of themselves and through
subjective assesments of them by the counselors. Significance
also lies in the fact' that this i's one of' the fevj times such a
study has employed sociological and socio-psychological theo¬
ries and principles as a frame of reference in analyzing the
8
effectiveness of a transitional center.
Limitations of Study
This study is limited to the evaluation of sample popu¬
lations at the Andromeda Pre-Release Transitional Center. No
other sources were utilized for purposes of collecting perti¬
nent data, because, it was felt that due to the nature of the
study, and to the fact that Andromeda is the sole transitional
center for drug addiction in the State of Georgia, the most
credible information would have to be obtained from there.
One obvious weakness in this study is the total reli¬
ance on information drawn from responses made to pre-designed
questions. This sometimes cast a somewhat subjective shadow
over the objective and empirical nature of the study. Subjec¬
tivity becomes suspect because of the nature of human beings.
Oftentimes respondents will give answers that they think are
being, or may respond to questions without fully understanding
their implications
II. REVIEW OP LITERATURE
Three studies, which were directly related to the sub¬
subject matter, have been thoroughly reviewed in this section
of the study. The relevance of these studies lies in the fact
that they all are halfway houses or transitional centers, a^nd
that they are committed to redirecting the lives of inmates
with a history of drug addiction. All have focused their pro¬
grams towards the concept of the "therapeutic community" and
all employ various methods of treatment conducive to realizing
the qualities of the concept. The effectiveness of each of
these three centers will be discussed after a brief, but thor¬
ough description is given of them.
The East Los Angeles Halfway House
Tor Felon Addicis
The East Los Angeles Halfway House for Felon Addicts
was the first such facility that seriously attempted to cur¬
tail chronic drug abuse by parolees and discharged prisoners.
It is located in a predominately Mexican-American ghetto where
there is a high incidence of drug addiction.
The therapeutic concept utilized by this transitional
center involved the following elements: a clearly organized
and unambiguous social structure; problems with a variety of
solutions to be dealt with in protected settings, all in a
context of close, intimate contact with staff; and open com-
9
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munication among residents, parole agents, and representatives
of society.
The program consisted of mandatory group counseling
sessions that met every day of the week. At these daily ses¬
sions, members tried to get the group to:
... assume responsibility and generate and use group
pressures to enforce and set limits, to encourage a
more active interest in the welfare of every member,
and to act as arbiter in releasing men from the half¬
way house.o
An experimental design was used to compare two groups
of felons paroled to the East Los Angeles area. Two separate
research nrojects were undertaken, one an internal study, the
oiiier a follow-up study of the parole experiences for the ex¬
perimental and' control groups. The residents from the follow¬
up study showed no significant difference between the two groups.
And furthermore, the rates of success were similar to those ob¬
served in the follow-up study of felon addicts paroled directly
from California's penal institutions. Thus it can be assumed
that this particular endeavor was a failure because it did not
demonstrate any measurable degree of effectiveness in rehabili¬
tating addicts.
In trying to pinpoint those elements that were responsi¬
ble for the apparent ineffectiveness of this program the author
reasoned that the assumptions and techniques of the treatment
^Donald E. Miller, et al., "Community Response to Sub¬
stance Misuse: The East Los Angeles Halfway House for Felon




approach must he questioned, and supplied three pre-conditions
which are necessary for achieving the goals of a therapeutic
community.
1. the willingness of subjects to grant legitimacy
to the staff and to its views of themselves and
of the treatment process;
2. the free interplay and communication between
staff and residents;
3. the relaxation of punitive sanctions encouraging
full participation of subjects in the program.
These pre-conditions were never realized in the East Los
Angeles Halfway House. Residents held negative attitudes to¬
ward the program and staff, considered the place as "another
joint" and as an encroachment on their freedom. Because of the
severe sanctions surrounding admission for drug usage, open com
munication was never realized. Also, residents regarded speak¬
ing of another's misbehavior or "snitching" as a violation of
the convict code. A final example of the wide discrepancy be¬
tween the house atmosphere ant that of a therapeutic community
was that residents refused to accept the staff notion that they
v^ere sick or emotionally unstable and in need of therapy.
The Southmore House
The program implemented by the Southmore House attempts
to intervene in the life of narcotic addicts in the period be¬
tween departure from a correctional facility or a hospital.
The treatment program utilized at the Southmore House can be
described by the follovjing characteristics; group living, job
placement and vocational training, casework and group psycho-
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therapy. The residents of the Southmore House program were all
male with a history of narcotic addiction, referred to the pro¬
gram by the Texas Department of Corrections or the U.S. Public
Health Service Hospital, Port Worth.
The research design measured psycho-social characteris¬
tics of residents and made a comparison study of them before
they were released and after they returned to the community.
The purpose of the study was to determine the success of for¬
mer Southmore House residents, those who successfully complet¬
ed the program (group I) and those ejected or left against the
advice of the staff (group II), in adjusting to community life
by comparing them to a group of addicts (group III) released
directly into the community from correctional facilities.
The comparison between the group of residents who com¬
pleted the program (group I) and those who did not (group II)
found that the former group was significantly more likely to
g
progress better in subsequent community experiences. But
when the first group (group I) v/as compared with the addict
comparison group (group III) it v/as discovered that they were
no more likely to abstain from narcotic use or to have avoided
addiction than addicts released directly into the commxmity,
though they maintained higher employment rates and lower re¬
arrest rates during the period after leaving'the program. Thus,
th? progra.m can be judged a success in fostering a normative
orientation towards society, and unsuccessful in decreasing
drug addiction.
7
'Howards.Kaplan, "Evaluation of a Halfway House," The In
temational Journal of the Addictions, 4 (l) (March 1569) p. 66
®Ibid., p. 72.
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The Parkway Community Correctional
Center (halfway Hour/e)
The parkway Halfway House is a facility for civilly
committed narcotic addicts. The program has two primary goals,
treatment of the addict so that he no longer needs drugs, and
control, so that he does not become physically addicted and
commit crimes. The data collected in the study seems to in¬
dicate that this particular halfv/ay house was serving an in¬
mate population that was in need of additional assistance in
making the transition from the institution to the commxmity.
This need for additional assistance became apparent when the
base expectancy scores, which predict satisfactory completion
of parole of house residents, were compared to those on non¬
house residents, they v^ere 43 percent and 33 percent respec¬
tively.
Two groups, house residents and non-house residents,
were observed in naturally occuring situations. Ihe first sam¬
ple of cases was obtained when forty-four eligible men were re¬
jected because the space was not available. Another sample of
cases admitted to the program was produced by selecting forty-
four men who were placed in the house during the period in
which the rejected cases would have been placed had they been
g
accepted.
The results of this study showed that a slightly higher
proportion of those rejected satisfactorily completed one year
^John E. Berecocheas and George E. Sing. The Effective
ness of Halfv:ay House for Civilly Committed Addicts (Sacramento
Research Division, Department of Corrections, State of Califor¬
nia, 1971)t P*8.
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on out patient status, however, this difference wo.s not signif¬
icant statistically. Two additional outcome measures were used,
detected drug use and criminal conviction, for a one-year period.
By taking a look at table 3 it was found that the differences
between the two groups V'lere minimal; however, in-house cases
had more misdemeanor convictions and more frequent cases of
drug usage. Though these differences were not statistically
significant, the author felt that it clearly shows that the
placement of narcotic addicts in this transitional center had
no apparent therapeutic effect on them. Thus the program’s
major goals, treetment to prevent drug usage and control to
prevent addiction and deter criminal behavior, were never a.p-
preciably realized.
Wo clea.r-cut explanation was presented for the anparent
lack of effectiveness of this halfway house. The author sug¬
gests, ho’A’ever, that formal inqiuiries indicate the situation
at the Parkway Halfway House might be similar to that of the
East Los Halfway House (discussed earlier). Another suggestion
was that a definitive study of halfway houses, and an analysis
of their actual operations be xmderta-ken to bring to light some
of the short-term positive aspects of a halfway house.
The concern of this part of the study is with the ef¬
fectiveness of programs for inmates with a history of drug ad¬
diction and subsequent patterns of behavior related to drug ad¬
diction. The review of the three studies indica,te that each
programs’ optimal level effectiveness can, at best, be describ¬
ed as marginal. The inability of these three programs to pro-
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vide an appreciable degree of success can be better understood
by taking another look nt the ceuses associated v;ith the irar-
ginality of these programs. In trying to pinpoint those ele¬
ments responsible for the minimum effectiveness of these pro¬
grams, the assumptions and techniques of the treatment sporoach
must be questioned. Therefore, two preconditions discussed in
The East L. A. House stud3’' '''ill be reiterated here for the pur¬
pose of using them as a criterion for establishing the elements
of fa.ilure.
1. the v.’illingnsss of subjects to grant legiti¬
macy to staff and to its views of themselves
and the treatment process;
2. the free interplay and communication between
staff and residents.
Several elements of failure were found to be associat¬
ed with the first precondition for all three studies. The most
prevalent was that residents held negative attitudes towards
the program and staff, thus creating problems of conforming to
program norms or passively complying v/ith staff efforts to pro¬
vide treatment and exert control. Two common elements of fail¬
ure were found to be associated with the second precondition
for all three studies. The first wa.s that sanctions prevented
open communication on the part of residents, especially on drug
related issues. The second was the failure of residents to par¬
ticipate actively in formal and informal group sessions.^®
^^Rita Volkman and Donald R. Cressey, "Differential
Association and the Rehabilitation of Drug Addicts," The
American Journal of Sociology 135 (19S3): P» 129.
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Implicit in these preconditions is the central theme
of '~roun conformity, or rrour nonconformity. I'his theme v/ill
be f’lrt'jer developed by reviev.'ing relevant theoretical litera¬
ture that may enhance the problem of ineffectiveness and mar-
gina.lity in transitional centers. Such theories, according to
Volkmn.n and Cressey, can be used effectively by practitioners
seeking to prevent crime and change criminals.
At this point, two principles by Volkman and Cressey
will be introduced that ma,y contribute to the re-establishment
of addicts in the community and help them a.void associations
that will inevitably lead to the further involvement v/ith drugs.
These principles are predicated on Sutherland’s theory of Dif¬
ferential Association which states that persons engage in crime
as a result of an "excess of definitions favorable to violation
of the law over definitions unfavorable to violations of the
law,"^^ VolkT.an and Cressey expanded on this theory by making
it features applicable to the halfway house enviroment. Thus,
the first principle is based on the criterion of "expressed
willingness" on the part of the addict to submit himself to an
anti-drug group. It states that:
If criminals are to be changed, they must be assimi¬
lated into groups which emphasize values conducive to
lav? abiding behavior and, concurrently,alienated from
groups emphasizing values conducive to criminality.
Since our experience has been that the majority of crim¬
inals experience great difficulty in securing intimate
^^Sdv/in H. Sutherland and Donald R, Cressey, Princi-
•ples of Criminology (Philadelphia: J. P. Lippincott Co., I960),
Ch. 4.
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contC'Ct in ordinary groups, special groups v/hose rr.rjcr
co''rion goal is the reforaiation of the crirriinal pust be
created.12
Progrr.ms tiiat wish to initiate changes in the adiet
zaust assiiTiilrte and alienPote him the very moment he arrives
pt the center. Also, in accordance v.’ith this principle, the
'■■roue winch he becomes an integral part must hold values conda-
cive to the tyre of behavior such a nrogra/n attempts to convey.
The second principle by Volkman and Cressey involves
the concept of group cohesion. It states that;
The more cohesive the group, the greater the member's
readiness to influence others and the more relevant
the problem of conformity to group norms,13
This principle looks at those who must be reformed and those who
must do the reforming as a close-knitted group. If a high de¬
gree of cohesion is present between reformer and rsformee, or
a genuine feeling of unity and solidarity can be accomolished,
group members' ability to influence others and sustain conformity
to gr •)up norms is greatly increased.
One of the more classical statements Vvithin traditional
sociological theory was offered by George Herbert Mead who said:
... the individual experiences himself as such, not
directly, but only indirectly, from the particular
standpoints of other individual members of the same
group*or from the generalized stand point of the social
group to v/hich he be longs.14
12
op. cit., pp. 131"132*
^^Ibid,, p. 135.
^^Leon Festinger, A Theory of Cognitive Dissonance
(Evanston, Ill.; Rov/, Peterson Company, 19^2) , pp. 117-140.
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The term "reference sroup” was coined by Hyman, in an
investigation of socio-econo’■.ic status. He foimd that one's
subjective status (the stcatus to which a person thinks of him¬
self as belonging) could not be predicted directly from such
factors as income or education. Tq a certain extent, it was
dependent upon what socia.l groups were used as a frame of refer¬
ence,^^
One of the more interestinrg extensions of the reference
group theory has been developed by Leon Hestinger. He called
it a theorj'' of social com.parison and focuses on the conditions
under which others serve as si,gnificant frames of reference for
self-evaluation.^^ Underlying this theory is the assum.ption
that people are compelled to find out if their opinions are cor¬
rect. The theory of social com.parison assumes that this drive
produces behavior in people tha.t is directed towards obtaining
accurate appraisals of their abilities. Further, the theory
postulates that, since people want an accurate evaluation of
their opinions and abilities, they will be more likely to com¬
pare themselves with people whose opinions or abilities are
similar to their own, rather than to people whose opinions and
abilities are different.
Pestinger draws the interesting conclusion that the
force which compels an individual to carefully weigh his opin-
I'S
H. H. Hyman, The Psychology of Status, Archives of
Psychology, No. 269 (19421";
^^Leon Pestinger, A Theory of Social Comparison Pro-
cesses (Evanston, Ill,: Row, Peterson (renrinted by Stanford
University Press, Stanford, California, 1962), p.
19
ions and abilities, in relations to others, may lead him to
change them in order to make them closer to the opinions and
of others v/ho are available for comparison.Accord
inm to Festin^er, several ways of reducing dissimilaxrity is to
chanye and become more similar to others, reduce the dissimi¬
larity by changing others, or cot to be attracted to situations
in vmich others are dissimilar.
The final concern in this section is associated with
the concept of practical equilibrium. A group faces practical
equilibrium when all who can be induced to conform have done so
*1 O
aid all who cannot have not. What are the determinants of
conformity? Some people conform to a norm ’’for its own sake;"
they are rew’arded by the results the norm brings when it is
obeyed. Residents, for example, can be expected to conform to
certain norms because it gives them protection from staff. As
long as staff is not provoked to act, their behavior is reward¬
ed. However, even if a resident is not worried about what
sanctions may be placed on him by sta,ff, he may still conform.
For people often reward conformity with social approval, as
they award other activities they find it valuable to recieve;
and others, though indifferent to the norm, may still conform
for the sake of the approval it gets from people that are not
19
indifferent.
^"^op. cit., pp. 117-140.
n R
^George Caspar Homans, Social Behavior (Chicago:
Harcourt, Brace and World, Inc., 1961), p. 112.
19Ibid., p, 116
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This review of studies, theories, principles,
which has been used to develop a theoretical franework, form
the basis to generate the followin'-': hypothesis:
Two indepen'^ent samples of ranked data (one, residents'
personal assesments of their level of conformity, and
tv/o, counselors* assesments of residents' level of con¬
formity) that come from the s.^'me location provide the
best prediction of the level of residents* confor .ity
and program effectiveness.
III. I.iETHODOLO'TY
A cross-sectional survey, 8,long v;ith a modified ver¬
sion of a longitudinal survey, was used for purposes of collect¬
ing data, from the designated population, A non-paro.metric re-.,
search desi,-gn kno'^n as the Rank-Sim Test was used to analyze
the difference betv.’een the location of two indepen(5ent samples
of ranked data.
The two independent samples needed to administer the
Rank-Sum Test v;ere provided by issuing questionnaires to the
staff and choosing a random sample from the residents’ popula¬
tion. It should be noted here that residents were chosen on a
random basis after they v;ere screened ajid found to have put a
sufficient amount of time into the program. This measure was
necessary in order to assure the collection of the type of in¬
formation being sought. The two separate questionnaires that
were utilized were constructed in such a manner that questions
corresponded on both questionnaires (residents and counselors).
Each question on the questionnaires was designed to obtain a
reported measure of the level of conformity by residents and
counselors.
A total of twelve questions were constructed for the
questionnaire forms. Each question was assessed by using a
numerical sca.le which ranged from 1 through 6; these two ex¬
tremes meaning poor a.nd excellent respectively. There were
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also two stages which needed to be assessed, the early stage
and the advanced stage (definitions are provided in the analy¬
sis) . Because there is an advanced stage,, a longitudinal com¬
ponent was necessary. Though not utilized as,a follow-up study,•
this modified version allows for comparison of the difference
between the two groups in the early stage and advanced stage.
To obtain the difference between two independent sam¬
ples it was necessary to arrange them into groups. The first.
(Group I), consisted fo the residents; the second (Group II), con¬
sisted of the counselors. Totals for each group were tallied
for assessments during the early stage of program development.
The same procedure of tallying each group’s assessments was
utilized in the advanced stage categories on both question¬
naires as well.
When all scores had been totaled for both groups, they
were ranked in accordance with the total population surveyed
CN=45), Thus, (N^= 18) represents the residents in Group I,
and (N=37).representfe the counselors' assessments in Group’
II. This procedure is repeated once more for the advanced
stage.
The resulting scores from the forty-five observations
(N=45) were subjected to a single ranking from the lowest
(X==19), which was assigned a rank of 1, to the highest (X=63),
which was assigned a rank_of 45. The X scores were ignored
from this point on, and the analysis proceeded solely with
ranks.
The ranks were totaled and a determination was made as
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to whether the ranks in Group I Group II) were generally
larger or smaller than would be expected by chance. This
determination was made by comparing the observed rank-sum (T^^)
to the null hypothesis expected value (T„) and by dividing by
£j
the standard error of (T). At this point, the z score pro¬
cedure is used for the purpose of determining whether the ob¬
served (T^) departs significantly from the expected (T^), or
deviates from the mean of a normal distribution of ranked siams.
It should be noted that some of the ranks in both sam¬
ples were tied or possessed the same numerical value. T'Jhen two
ranks possess the same value, such as rank #2 is 20 and rank
#3 is 20, one cannot be ranked above or below the other. The
solution to this seemingly dilemma is to let them share ranks
of equal status. This is done by averaging or obtaining the
mean for the ranks involved. Thus ranks 2 and 3 would be 2.5,
which is the mean of the two ranks.
IV. ANALYr'",IS OF TtT3 FROBL-r'^ AITD 0'iT A FIMBTROB
Because of the longitu«^inal component included in the
research design it will he necessary for the analysis of the
problem to be chronological in nature. First, an analysis of
the difference between the eanly stage assesnents of residents
and covinselors was undertaken to determine if these two groups
varied from computed (expected) values. Second, an analy¬
sis of the difference between the advanced stage assesments of
residents and counselors was undertaken for the same purpose.
The analysis of the difference between the early stage
assesments of residents and coimselors produced some interest¬
ing results. The early stage, for purposes of this research,
is defined as a period of time not less than four weeks and not
more than six weeks, v^rhereas a resident at the Andromeda Tran¬
sitional Center is likely to exhibit patterns of behavior that
could be classified as anti-social. This could also be de¬
scribed as a "critical period" because it is felt that resi¬
dents should adjust and show signs of improvement while at the
same time taking on added responsibilities. This period of
assesments from both populations resulted in a z-score for
Group I (residents) of 3.00 and a negative z-score for Group
II (cotxnselors) of -3*00 (see Table 1). Both co .puted values
of the z-scores exceed the critical z value of 2.58 for signifi
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cance at the .01 level for a two-tailed teat* This neans tho.t
the hypothesis, wnich in yenerol terms stated tho.t there would
he rel'-tively little difference between the two ,'groups, must
be rejected (see firnire 1). Thus the ranks in yroup I are sig¬
nificantly higher than chance expecto.tion. The sane is tme
for Group II, only in the reverse direction. Counselors’ com¬
puted values exceed the critical z value of 2.5?' thus s lowing
that the ranks in Group II are significo.ntly lower than chance
expectation. Either computation can be used to show’ the manked
difference that exists between Group I (residents) and Group II
(counselors).
TABLE 1
SIGIIIPICyiCE OF DEPARTURE BET,/SEN T^ AND T.^ VALUES
Z = T^ - T^ Z = 597 - 414
T (18) (27) (46)







The computed Z value of 3.00 exceeds the critical Z value
of 2.58 (for = .01, for a two tailed test.
SIGNIFIGAUGE OF DEP.i.iT^URE BET',VEEN T^ AND T^ VALUES
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Z = - T,^ J
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Exceeds critical z value of 2.58 (for = .01, two-
tailed test.
At tile outset of the discussion on early sta.-e asses-
ments, a definition v/as provided to give tne reader a better
understanding of the situation at hand. At this point, a def¬
inition of the advs-nced stage is in order. The advanced stage,
for purposes of this research, ha,s been construed to mean, the
period of time that may exceed six months but not less than
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four months of pctive nai-ticip^.tion in the propram at Anf^.ro-
meda, whereas a resident is likely to exhibit or attain pat¬
terns of behp,vior conducive to societal expecta^tions. This is
the stage v/here it is felt that residents who are going to con¬
form hr’ve and ttiose who have not will not. By taking a. look
at the results obtained for both groups a clea.rer picture of
just ho'N close residents* and counselors' assesi.'ients are on
conformity will be realized.
As before, G-roup I is co ■ posed of residents and Group
II is composed of counselors. The difference between the
ranked-sum of these two groups during the advanced stage of
program pa.rticipation was again v/idely discrepant. The com¬
puted z value for Group I v/as 3.14 and the computed z value
for Group II was -3.14 (see Table 2). These computations ex¬
ceed the critical z va.lue of 2.58 for si^gnificance at the .01
level for a t'wo-tailed test. Again the hypothesis that there
is no difference bet?/een two independent samples v;ith the same
location is rejected (see Pipare 2). Just as it was found to
be the case in the early stage, the ranks in this stage for
Group I v/ere significantly niglier than chance expectation and
the ranks for Groun II were si.gnificantly lov;er.
TABLB 2
;iGlIIPiy IICB OP DBPAhTUiB r3ET',7EBF T^ AP’D T^, VALUES





Z = T, - Z = 192-1- I'j ■
(N+1)
S 2 = 192
60.99
Z = 3.14
The computed Z vplue of 3.14 exceeds the critical Z
value of 2.53 (for = .01, for a two-t-'^iled test.
SIG’TipiCA' OP DPPARTURh] BST'.VSHN Aim V^LUPS
T
z = Tg- T^
12
Z = 429 - 621
(18) (27) (46)
12,





Exceeds critical Z value of 2.53 for = .01, two-
tailed test.
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At the outset, it W'-'S thouriit thst in both st^:;;es of
the oro^Tom (enrlj'' and ndvencecl) th^.t there v/ould be little
if ony difference betv;ccn two indeoenflent samples v/ith the
same location. This, however, h'^s not been the case. The com¬
puted z-vn,lue for both staves achieved level of si^:nificance
at the .01 level, v;ith the z value of the advanced stage ex¬
ceeding the z value of the ea.rly stage by .14. The z-scores
from both populations surveyed attest to the fact that not
only is there a aarked difference between the location of the
two populations for both stages, but that both group's scores
were si-gnificant beyond the .01 level. This means that if we
draw at random a case from Oroup I and a/-other from Group II
and compare them, and do this repeatedly, more than half the
time the case from Group I will be larger than the case from
Group II. Thus, in both ana,lyses the difference between the
ranked sums are significantly higher for Group I and signifi¬
cantly lower for Group II.
V. G0:TGLU3I0N AITO RJG:)i":S-:DATIO!TS
V/h'Tt does the results of the date findings mean in
terms of conformity by residents? It me-’ns that residents
rated their level of conformity higher than counselors did in ~ -
both stages of the progra?:i, v/hich in turn, iraolies that counsel¬
or ratings on residents level of conformitj'' were substantially
lo'.ver. The reported responses by residents indicate that resi¬
dents have either learned new values or have learned to adjust
their behrvior towards the expectations of the house and the
staff. The notion of one ddjusting his behavior in an expected
fashion is aaparent in the significant difference recorded be¬
tween early and advanced stage assessments by residents of them¬
selves, Also, the sample population for residents during the
advanced stage tends to support the notion thst residents have
learned new values, thus conforming to the ideas, beliefs, and
values which the counselors attempt to instill in them. How¬
ever, the picture is not as encouraging when a look is taken
at the resoonses by the counselors (Group II), Gounselors
ratings of residents level of conformity were greatly different
from those of residents for botn early and advanced periods.
The notion that residents learn nev/ values and beliefs during
either the early or advanced stages of the program was not sup¬
ported, neither v/as the notion ths.t residents adjust their
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behavior towards the expectations of the house and staff. The
discrepancy between these two groups, in terms of conformity,
is now quite obvious. However, further investigation into the
situation will be undertaken in order to ferret-out reasons for
this discrepancy.
First, the computed z score values for both stages of
the study are briefly reiterated for the purpose of fully rea¬
lizing the implications of the substantial discrepancy that
exists between the two populations. The computed z scores for
the early stage were 3.00 for residents and -3.00 for coun¬
selors. The computed z scores for the advanced stage were 3,14
for residents and -3.14 for counselors. The wide discrepancy
between scores for the early stage and advanced stage were not
expected. It was felt that because the residents were them¬
selves unfamiliar with the program that the rating of their own
level of conformity would be-closely aligned with the ratings
of the counselors. In the advanced stage, it was assumed that
the assessments would be more closely aligned because of the-
objectives of the program, which is to redirect patterns of
anti-social behavior in residents towards behavior conducive to
societal expectations.
A possible explanation of why residents responses de¬
parted significantly from those of the counselors during both
early and advanced stages of the program is offered in terms
of a different conception of the meaning of conformity. Thorn¬
dike and Barnhart define conformity in their comprehensive
desk dictionary as, action in agreement wiht generally accepted
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standards of business, law, conduct, or worship; fitting one¬
self and one's actions to the ideas of others.Before
examining why the counselors felt that residents had not pro¬
gressed by any appreciable degree, it must be noted here that
counselors' credibility allows them to provide more accurate
assessments of the level of residnets' conformity. Their re¬
sponses resulted in a negative z score of -3.00 for the early
stage and -3.14 for the advanced stage. These scores clearly
indicate■that residents level of conformity was as poor during
the advanced stage of; the program as they were during the ini¬
tial weeks of program participation. Therefore, the counselors'
definition of conformity will probably fall within the boundary
of the one given by Thorndike and Barnhart. Thus, they feel
that residents should gain from their experience at Andromeda
and not just go through the motions or play games. On the
other hand, the residents idea of conformity is likely to be,
doing enough so as not to seem indifferent, thus not provoking
staff to act with punitive sanctions. This reflects back to a
precondition in the review of literature that several elements
of failure were found to be associated with. It stated that
the unwillingness of residents to grant legitimacy to the staff
and to its views of themselves and of the treatment program,
creates problems of conforming to program norms or passively
complying with staff efforts to provide treatment and exert con¬
trol. In order to resolve this discrepancy, residents'must
^^Clarence L. BarnhardtComprehensive Desk Dictionary
(Garden City, N.Y.: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 19 / b
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first, discontinue their passive compliance with program norms
and accept the definition of the treatment program held by staff
This falls in line with the first principle offered by Volkman
and Cressey, which stated in general terms that criminals (resi¬
dents in this case) must be assimilated into groups which empha¬
size values conducive to law abiding behavior and alienated
from groups emphasizing values of criminality, if they are to
change.
Volkman and Cressey's second principle looked at those
who must reform and those who must do the reforming as a close-
knitted group. It implied that if a high degree of cohesion
is present between reformer and reformee, or a genuine feeling
of unity and solidarity can be accomplished, group members'
ability to influence others and sustain conformity to group
norms is greatly increased. - The substantial difference between
z scores for counselors and residents during both stages of pro¬
gram participation attest to the fact that a high degree of co¬
hesion between counselbrs‘and residents was not realized, thus
decreasing counselors' ability to influence and sustain confor¬
mity to program norms. This in turn serves to reinforce the
misconstrued conception of conformity held by residents and
allows them to continue passively complying with program norms.
The concept of practical equilibrium states in general
terms that all who can be induced to conform have done so, and
all who cannot have not. Many residents conform to a norm for
I
the reward the norm brings when it is obeyed. The residnets .
are conforming to norms because of the protection it gives them
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from staff. However, even if a resident is not worried about
what sanctions may be placed on him by staff, he may still con¬
form because of the social approval received from others. This
gives credence to an extension of the reference groun theory
developed by Leon Festinger. He called it a theory of social
comparison and focused on the conditions under which others
serve as significant frames of reference for self-evaluation.
Underlying this theory is the assumption that the force which
compels an individual to carefully weigh his opinions and abili¬
ties, in relations to others, may lead him to change them in
order to make them closer to the opinions and abilities of
others who are available for comparison. Thus it follows that
if those who are available for comparison have been assimilated
into groups which place empahsis on values conducive to law-
abiding behavior, the residents who-are doing the comparing,
will most likely change their behavior towards the direction of
these comparison groups.
This study will be concluded on a single recommenda¬
tion that will hopefully provide better quality treatment for
residents. This recommendation will be directly related to
group cohesiveness. According to the second principle of
Volkman and Cressey, the formulation of a close-knitted group
consisting of counselors and residents is essential to achieve
and sustain conformity to group and program norms. Therefore,
it is recommended that counselors, within their individual
groups, develop and implement a more rigorous policy of group
cohesion that will create a genuine feeling of unity and
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solidarity between theraselves and the residents, This modifi¬
cation in technique will bridge the gap between residents'
views of the program and the official views held by the staff,
thus creating a therapeutic environment that will encourage






DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RANKED SUMS DURING THE FIRST FOUR
TO SIX WEEKS OF PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
Subjective Assessments
Residents Counselors
Group. I Group II
X . R X , R
23 7 19 1
26 14 20 2.5
28 16 20 2.5
35 29 22 4.5
36 30 22 4.5
37 31 23 6
43 32.5 24 9
43 32.5 24 9
52 36 24 9
54 37 25 11.5
56 38 25 11.5
58 39 26 13
60 40 27 15
62 41.5 28 17
62 41.5 30 18.5
63 44 30 18.5
63 44 31 20
63 44 32 22.5
32 22.5
32 22.5






















DIFFERENCE BETWEEN RANKED SUMS DURING THE FOUR TO
SIX MONTH PERIOD OF PROGRAM PARTICIPATION
Subject Assessments
Residents Counselors
Group I Group II
. X . R . X . R
39 7 31 1
47 19 32 2
50 24 36 3
51 25 38 4.5
53 28 38 4.5
58 31.5 39 6
58 31.5 40 8.5
60 35 40 8.5
64 36.5 41 10.5
64 36.5 41 10.5
65 38 ,42 12
66 40 44 13
66 : 40 45 14
66 40 46 16
67 42 46 16
70 43.5 46 16
70 43.5 47 18
72 45 , 48 20.5
48 20.5
49 22







Np =18 R^ = 33.66




T^ + T2 = 1035
R2 = 15.88
R2 = 1035
Ti + T2 = 1035
APPENDIX B
RESIDENTS' PERSONAL ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
Scale
1 - poor - acceptable
2 - fair 5 - good






SELF ESTEEM: Your feeling of self-worth and
value.
PERCEPTION OF REALITY: Ability to control
your behavior under difficult
circumstances.
Interpersonal relationships with residents
AND STAFF: The level at which
you function in relationships
with people involved with the
halfway house on a day-to-day
basis.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH NON¬
RESIDENTS; The level at which
you function in relationships
with people not involved with
the halfway house on a day-to-
day basis.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH SIGNIFICANT
OTHERS: Your ability to func¬
tion in all levels of inter¬
personal relationships with
significant others. The rela¬
tionship* may be casual, friend¬
ship, romantic, marriage, or
otherwise.
•
CONSCIENCE: The effectiveness of mechanisms
by which you experience appro¬
priate feelings of guilt as the
result of bad conduct or mis¬
behavior.
Group involvement-working on self: how
receptive are you in group
counseling when working on
your behavior.
Group involvement-working on others- Rate
your involvement in group
counseling when working on




RESIDENTS' PERSONAL ASSESSMENT QUESTIONNAIRE
(Continued)
Scale
1 - poor 4 - acceptable
2 - fair 5 - good






RESPONSE TO ONE-TO-ONE COUNSELING: Your
response and cooperative effort
in one-to-one counseling with
staff inembers
HONESTY: The degree to which you feel
you have acquired an honest
foundation.
RELIABILITY: The degree to which you can be
depended on to fulfill basic
expected respons ibi1itie s,
OVERALL PROGRESS IN PROGRAM: Rate the level
of progress you have achieved
in the program.
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COUNSELORS' SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF RESIDENTS
Program stage
1 - poor 4 » acceptable
2 - fair 5 - good






SELF ESTEE; The individual's feeling of self-
worth and value.
PERCEP'i'iUN OF REALITY : The individual's abi¬
lity to determine the appropriat-
ness of his behavior in any given
situation, irrespective of
conscience.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH RESIDENTS AND
STAPT: The level at which the ;
individual functions in relation¬
ships with people involved with
the halfway house on a day-to-day
basis. ■
INTERPRESONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH NON-RESIDENTS;
The level at which the individual
functions in relationships with
people not involved with the half¬
way house on a day-to-day basis.
INTERPERSONAL RELATIONSHIPS WITH SIGNIFICANT
OTHERS: The ability of the indi¬
vidual to function in all levels
of interpersonal relationships
with significant others. The
relationship may be casual,
friendship, romantic, marriage,
or otherwise.
UUNbUiEiNUE: Effectiveness of the mechanism
by which an individual experi¬
ences appropriate feelings of
guilt coincident with inappro-
pfiate behavior.
GROUP INVOLVeMENT-WORKING on SELF: Indivi
dual's receptiveness in group
counseling when worlcing on his
own behavior.
GROUP INVOlVeMENT-WORKING ON OTHERS: Indivi-
dual's involvement in group coun¬




HONESTY: The degree or extent to which the
individual has acquired an honest
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COUNSELORS' SUBJECTIVE ASSESSMENT OF RESIDENTS
(Continued)
Scale ■ Frogra-m Stage
1 - poor 4 - acceptable
2 - fair 5 - good






RELIABILITY: The degree to which the indivi¬
dual can be depended on to ful¬
fill basic expected responsibi-
lities.
Overall progress in program: Extent to which
the individual seems to be pro-
grossing in the program.
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